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INTRODUCTION.
The filtration of Public rater Sup-plies*, upon a practi-
cal scale, had its birth during the early years of the ISth
century cut has received its greatest development during the past
3C years.
Filters of very limited capacity have been known to
have been in u3e for centuries, as early historians have mentioned
their use by the Egyptians and the Japanese.
The practice cf removing sediment and certain of the
iron properties from water by allowing it to stand a sufficient
length of time has also been understood and practiced for a long
time.
In IS3G, the Chelsea Water Company, one of the eight
companies which was then supplying the city of London with water,
introduced into its plant a large sand filter somewhat like those
now in common use. The purpose of this filter was to remove the
; reat amount of sediment which the water contained. The result
was so satisfactory that in 1839 all of the companies which fur-
nished the city with water were required to filter their supply
in like manner.
Since 1833, the practice of filtering water supplies
'-A3 become more ana more general until today it h: ; s become quite
common for cities in both Europe and America to filter their
water supplies.
Turneaure and Russell, Public Water Supplies, Chap. I.
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IBOH IN PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES
.
Iron is quite commonly found in ground waters. The
amount of it varies from a slight trace only to several thousand
parts per million.
In Illinois*, iron has been found in spring waters in
amounta as high as SG7 parts per million, in rock wells 3500 parts
per million and in drift wells eleven parts per million. It is
also found in the surface waters of Illinois in amounts as high
as 34.7** parts per million.
Iron is undesirable in a water supply because it precip-
itates out and stains articles of clothing and utensils with which
it comes in contact. It also furnishes the nourishment for an
objectionable organism, crenothrix, which grows in the distribu-
tion system in such quantities that when it is torn loose by a hig
velocity thru the pipe, it is drawn into the smaller pipes of the
system and often seriously stops them up. Iron also makes the
-
":er undesirable for certain manufacturing purposes.
***The necessary quantity of iron in water tc cause pre-
cipitation is not uniform but depends upon the fineness of suspen-
sion and the presence or absence of other elements in the water.
In some cases water which contains only .1 part precipitates, in
other casse water which contains 1,0 part is used without trouble
from precipitation. In the average case .5 parts of iron is
enough to cause complaint.
Illinois State Water Purvey Eulletin No. 4.
**Analysis of the water from Kickapoo Creek near South
Bartonville has shown 64.7 parts of iron.
***Transact ions A.S.C.E. Vol. 64, Page 151.
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NATURE OF THE IRON IN WATER*.
The ircn in ground water as it is pumped from the
around is in an unoxidized and soluble condition, unless the water
has had access to the air at some point as it has percolated thru
the earth's surface. Upon coining in contact with air the iron is
changed or partially changed, according to the amount of aeration
received, to a colloidal state. If the water were to remain free
from impurities this mixture would be permanent. However, the
presence of suspended matter, other salts dissolved in the water,
or filtering material, causes the colloids to coagulate and pre-
cipitate in the form of an amorphous hydrate. When this separatee
out and dries, it is nothing :nore than iron rust.
The process of removing iron from water .na.y therefore
be said tc take place in three steps (a) the absorption of oxygen
by the water, (b) the oxidation of the iron, (c) the precipitation
of the oxidized iron. The third step furnishes the greatest prob-
lem of the three for the water supply engineer. The precipitation
of the iron must take place within a reasonable time or else the
finer particles ma3r remain in suspension and in this state be
carried thru the filter bed.
Tater does not absorb oxygen from the air readily, but
if it is broken up into films by spraying or other mechanical
...eans it -.'ill absorb oxygen up tc the point of saturation, about
nine parts per million.
One part of oxygen will oxidize seven parts of iron
Transactions A.S.C.E. Vol. -34, Page 133.

according to the chemical equation
3 FeO - Feo 0*
The necessity therefore of several parts per million of
dissolved oxygen is not readily explained. The presence of carbon
dioxide, other salts in the water, cr foreign material such as
crenothrix in the bed seem to delay the reaction and necessitate
the higher oxygen content.

HISTORY OF THE DEFERRIZATION PROCESS*.
The first successful process, on a large scale, for the
removal of iron from water was developed by Salbaoh of Halle in
1858.
Salbach's plant consisted of an aerator, which he
filled with coarse gravel, and a filter, which he filled with
sand. The .effluent was described as "perfectly clear and
brilliant"
.
In I8S0, Anklam at Tegel used a device for aeration
which consisted of a wood aerator two feet high built in the
form of a series of steps ever which the water fell directly up-
on the bed of the filter. Without knowledge of the works of
Anklam, 77ingen constructed a similar plant at Gclgan in the year
1883.
In 1886 at Berlin, two men, Oesten and Proskauer, con-
structed an experimental plant in which they sprayed the water
from a height of six feet upon the surface of a coarse gravel
filter which is said to have removed the iron satisfactorily.
The next year, 1887, Pilfke published results upon the
Berlin plant from experiments in which a coke aerator was
utilized.
About this time Wellman, conducting tests upon the
Charlottenberg filters, used brick filling in the aerator. In
1895 a filtration plant was constructed at Charlottenberg which
Translations A. 3. C. E. Vol. 54, Page 151.

vai the largest riant that had ever been built up to that time.
Beginning with the year 1897 considerable experimental
work was conducted upon the pressure type of filter by two
German experimenters, K. von der Linde and Dr. C. Hess, at
K&nchen, Gladbach.
The pressure type of filter did not include aeration
but utilized instead a filtering material of red beachwood shav-
ings impregnated with tin oxide. Two objections arose to this
process: first, the tin oxide did net furnish a sufficiently
great oxidizing capacity , and second, the fermentation of the
wood shavings increased the number of bacteria.
In 1903, Bock at Hanover designed a plant for that city
in which he used the fore-going method of filtration but substi-
tuted magnetic iron ore for the beechwocd 3havings. This elim-
inated the trouble from the fermentation of the wood shavings.
In America, the Continental Filter Company installed
several pressure plants between the years 1890 and 1895. The
most notable of the installations, of the pressure filter in
/....erica at this time was the Asbury Park (N. J.) plant. It con-
sisted of two pressure filters; the first containing sand, and
the second bone charcoal. Trouble was experienced from the lack
of aeration. As soon as the oxidizing capacity of the bone
charcoal was reached, the process failed. A Pohle air lift
was installed in connection with the filters and trouble from
this source thereby eliminated.
In 1395 Mr. E. W. Clark, chemist of the Massachusetts
Board of Health, conducted a series of tests upon the waters of

Provincetown, Massachusetts. These waters are high in organic
matter. He substituted for the aerator, of the aerator and open
filter type of plant, a 3econd filter filled with bits of iron.
He found that "the ferrus hydrate formed by the water and the
iron filtering material would unite and effect a removal of the
iron in the water to a marked decree when, after such treatment,
the water was passed thru the sand filter."
Mr. Clark also conducted tests upon the YTatertcwn, Mar-
blehe^d, and Reading, Massachusetts waters.
All plants previously mentioned have used some process
of oxidation to deferrate their waters. The same end may be
reached by applying a lime solution or a lime and iron salt solu-
tion to the waters which is to be treated. In this manner the
iron content of the "ater is precipitated and car, be removed by
some one of the previously mentioned filter bsds. |
In I 89 5 the Cumberland Manufacturing Company of Boston,
1'assachusetts advised the town of Reading, Massachusetts, to in-
stall a Warren filter. The iron was precipitated by means of a
lime and iron salt solution. This method was continued until
IS06 when clay suspension was added in place of the lime solution,
Other chemicals which have. been used are lime and sul-
phate of alumina, calcium aluminium silcate, potassium permanga-
nate, ferric chloride with or without lime.
Generally at the present day some fort: of the mechani-
cal cr rapid sand filter is utilized in the deferrization of
water supplies. The aeration of the water is secured by cascade,
simple spray cr thru leaky suctions, and valves. The water then
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-asses thru the filter. The iron oxide is retained in and on
the bed of the filter and removed at frequent intervals by a re-
versal of flow thru the filter bed.

THE CHAMPAIGN AND UREMIA IRON REMOVAL PLANT*
.
The filters of the iron removal plant of the Champaign
and Urbane- Water Company consist of four units, each 15 feet long
and 13 feet wide. The nominal capacity of each unit is 500,000
gallons per twenty-four hours, when filtering at the rate of
125,000,000 gallons per acre per day.
The water, which comes from 23 drift wells averaging
about 150 feet in depth, contains about two parts iron and 40 parts
carbon dioxide per million and practically no dissolved oxygen.
Previous investigation (See thesis by Stromquiet , 1910) has shown
the desirability of securing a high aeration. Partial aeration
is secured by causing the water to drop several feet thru the air
a6 it is discharged from the wells into the receiving reservoir*
This aeration increases the dissolved oyxgen to four or five parts
per million. Further aeration which increases the dissolved oxy-
gen to six or seven parts is secured as the water is discharged
into the filter.
From the receiving reservoir the water is pumped upon
the filters by either or both of two eight inch American Centrifu-
gal pumps. One pump furnishes sufiiceint water for the filters at
present. The whole plant was designed with the idea of permitting
future extension, therefore the piping system was arranged so that
the two 2-inch pumps may be used either singly or together for
pumping either the raw or the wash "'ater upon the filters.
Proceedings Illinois Water Supply Assn., Vol. 6, Page
149. Thesis, Gieeeler, 1913, The Filtration Plant of C.& U. Water
Co.
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The water is discharged upon the filter beds thru a
vertical influent pipe, in the end of which a 4-J-inch crifice and
a riezcmeter tube, calibrated to read in gallons per minute,
ehow at any instant the rate of discharge. The water as it is dis-
charged from the orifice has a drop of three to six feat to the
surface of the water in the filter. This effects an additional
aeration as was previously mentioned.
VThen first put into place, the bed of the filters con-
sisted of 3C inches of sand and 6 inches of gravel, but sand is
being continually carried out with the wash water until at pres-
ent the beds contain only 16 inches of sand.
The strainer system consists of a 10-inch manifold
rv.ich bisects the area of the filter and which branches at G-inch
intervals on either side into 3-inch extra heavy wrought iron lat-|
erals. At 6-inch intervals along the the top of the laterals are
I\odhinson brass strainers. This gives a uniform spacing of strain-'
ers six inches center to center in either direction. The stra,in-
j
ers have a throat opening .35-inch in diameter. A .35-inch diame-i
ter opening cna strainer six inches center to center is equivalent!
to a strainer area of .136^ of the total filter surface.
A separate air system is used. It consists of a 3-inch
wrcucrht iron manifold which likewise bisects the filter area. This
manifold branches at six inch intervals on either side into f- inch
brass laterals. The laterals a.re perforated on their under sur-
face at three inch intervals with l/13-inch holes. These perfora-
tions are 45 degrees off center alternat ingly on either side of the
^at eral
.
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The filters discharge thru 8-inch cast iron effluent
pipes into the clear well. The filters are washed by the common
reverse flow method. The wash water ie drawn from the filtered
water supply, forced thru the strainer system and filter bed, and
carried off by rectangular troughs which discharge into a channel
built in the front face of the filter. The channel discharges the
wash into a 10-inch drain which conducts it to the wash water
basin, the receiving reservoir, or directly into the sewer.
The air is furnished by a Connersville blower which has
a capacity of 475 cu. ft. per minute.
The pui?.p8 are driven by 15 H.P. induction motors which
are controlled by drum controllers. The blower is driven by a
2C H. P. motor.
All valves and switches are operated from a gallery
which rijns along- the front of and three feet below the top of the
filters. The filter tanks are built of concrete reinforced with
steel. A G-inch drain just below the top of the filter wall pro-
vides for overflow.
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TKE OPERATION OF THE FILTERS.
The requirements for the operation of filters are not
uniform enough to permit a set of rules to be laid down. The
character of the water is a prime factor in determining methods of
operation, and every operator has ideas of his own which influence
him in the execution of his work.
The controlling element in filter operation is the
head available to overcome resistance to flow thru the filter. The
length of time between washings, or the length of time in which
the filter is in continuous operation, is determined by the rapid-
ity with which the los6 of head,due[to the clogging of the filter,
increases
.
It is quite common practice to provide for a maximum
loss of head of nine or ten feet thru the filter although it is
not common practice to utilize the entire amount.
The water which is purified by the Champaign and rjrbana
iron removal plant contains about two parts per million of iron.
This water is found to precipitate its iron readily so that clog-
ging of the filters takes place rather rapidly. After a run of
16 hours the capacity of the filters is reduced to such an extent
that it ic not practical to continue them in service.
It has become the practice therefore at this plant to
wash the filters twice in t?;enty-f cur hours. The usual time of
wash is 7:5C a.m. and 4:30 p.m., after runs of fifteen end nine
hours respectively.
The Champaign and Urbana iron removal plant is rather
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novel in that no automatic controlling device is used to maintain
a uniform rate of filtration. Usually the rate of filtration is
controlled by maintaining a constant level of water on the filters
and varying the pressure head in the effluent pipe by some means
more or less automatic.
In the plant under discussion the same principle is in-
volved but is carried out by allowing a slight variation in the
level of the water on the filters and varying the pressure head
in the 3 fluent pipe by opening the effluent valve as the resist-
ance thru the sand bed increases. This may be made clearer if the
exact operations are indicated; after the filter has been washed,
the influent valve is opened to give a discharge of 350 gallons
per minute. As soon as the filter fills to within two feet of the
top, the effluent valve is opened nine turns. It has been found by
experience that just after the filter has been washed, with a rate
of filtration of 350 gallons per minutes, and effluent valve opened
nine turn3, the" level of the water in the filter remains at a point;
about two feet from the top of the filter. As the resistance thru
the sand bed increases, the level of the water in the filter rises
until the effluent valve has to be opened lj> or 3 turns, when the
level of the water in the filter again falls to a point about two
feet from the top of the filter. The rasistance thru the sand bed
continues to increase and the level of the water in the filter
rises until the same operation must be repeated* It. is found
that by regulating the level of the water on the filters four or
five times a day a uniform rate of filtration is maintained.
Table I gives data observed on a ten hour run of the
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plant. At the end of eix hours the rate of filtration had to be
reduced; because, due to two wells being off, the raw water was
not beingsupplieci fast enough to maintain the higher rate of fil-
tration. In order to insure accurate data, as constant a head as
possible was maintained on the filters. This required a more fre-
quent adjustment of the effluent valves than would be required
on ordinary occasions.
Attention is called to the fact that for twc hours after
washing, resistance thru the filter bed either remained constant
or decreased. Filter No. 4 was the only filter in which the re-
sistance thru the sand bed did not decrease. The strainers in
Filter No. 4 were known to be badly clogged and this would without
doubt counteract any tendency toward reduced resistance.
The decrease in the head lost thru the filter can be ac-
counted for as follows: during the wash the filter bed is raised
and loosened up; after the wash, but before the filters are put
into service again, a static head of seven or eight feet is put up-
on the filter. This compacts the sand bed. During the first hour
or twc of service the water is forcing passages thru the sand.
These passages are constantly opening and closing and as more and
more of them are formed the resistance thru the bed is decreasing.
After the first couple of hours the bed takes a set and the pass-
ages remain open or are slowly closed as the filtering process con
t inues
.
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TAELE I.
OBSERVATIONS FROM A TEN HOUR RUN ON THE PLANT WORKING
UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS.
Filter No. I Filtisr _:o. 3
Time No .Turns ' ead Rat e No . Turns Head F^at e
Effluent lost of fii- Effluent lost of fil-
Valve is thru t rat ion Valve is thru tration
Open filter Open filter
360ao 6.5 23 350 6.5 16
—
1
.i . . S.O 43 360 8.0 34 330
II: 05 9.0 41 530 9.0 33 320
II: -tD 8.0 39 330 9.0 37 320
T 9 • oU C A5 . U O f 330 9.0 25 320
T '2 «
«jJ ICO 42 335 10,00 28 320
T , ICO 43 335 ICO do
ao ICO 48 320 10.0 35 310
3
:
.
— — 9.0 23 310
ft
• aa ICC 53 330 9.0 30 305
. ID 8.0 43 305 7.0 21 285
*±
. 'tO 8.0 49 305 7.0 24 285
D • <^A 9.0 50 305 S.O 51 285
A
ft
•
. T.J 9.0 55 305 8.0 31 285
• c;A 8.0 55 305 8.0 31 385
n
( • T ^. 1 o 9.C 67 300 S.O 37 280
7
. J. J 5.5 49 300 6 .
5
23 280
Filt er ::c. 3 Filt er ITo. 4
!Io . Turns Head Rate No . Turns Head Rate
Effluent lost of i il— Effluent lost of fil-
Valve is thru t rat ion Valve is thru tration
Open filter Open filter
TA • AA 6.5 19 o 50 6.5 36 350
1
J
• 'ZA 7.5 33 360 9.0 64 360
T T1 1 • A ^ 7.5 38 360 9.0 54 345
II :45 7.5 33 360 9.0 G4 340
13 :30 7.5 36 360 9.0 64 350
13 :30 8. 5 42 360 10. 59 350
I :50 8.5 44 360 ICO 59 335
3 :00 8.5 50 330 ICC 75 345
3 :00
A
*t :00 5.5 55 350 ICC 80 330
:I5 6.5 41 390 9.0 77 380
4 :45 6. 5 44 390 9.0 75 280
4 :45 b. 5 44 390 9.0 75 380
5 ;50 6.5 55 390 9.0 7? 380
:50 6.5 62 390 9.0 79 280
7 :I5 a c. 64 390 9.0 81 280
7 :I5 6.5 59 399 6 . 5 67 280
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Figure- J
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THE WASHING OF THE FILTER.
The manner of washing filters has long been a trouble-
some problem. It has been a common custom to agitate the sand bed
during the wash by means of air or by a mechanical rake; however,
the three largest filtration plants of recent date, those at Colum-
bus, Cincinnati and St. Louis do not use either method but rely
upon a high velocity of wash water to secure the same results.
Discussion of the Air rash
The best method of washing is a point of dispute at the
present time. The part which air performs as a physical agent is
not very well established as may be seen from the following state-
ments made by prominent engineers. Robert W. Milligan, connected
with the IJew York Continental Jewel Filtration Company, : "*The
principle involved by the air wash seems to be the perforation of
the sand bed rather than the loosening-up effect aimed at by the
rake bar method. At the 3ame time the water following the numer-
ous and eauidistant perforations made by the air under pressure
causes the sand bed to loosen and agitation follows, and as far as
results are concerned the two methods resemble one another." The
two methods referred to are air and themechanical rake.
:ir. John ?. Denison: "The theory is that the sand
grains are scoured by the air and the water is used to carry off
the rinsings."
::r. "."alter '"a-ner, .1. S. E
.
, : "**The action of the
air is not so much agitation but consists in breaking up the film
Journal I. S. E. Vol. 7, page 317.
**Journal W« S. E. Vol.11, page 503.
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or mud plank on top of the sand. If you observe the action of the
air in passing thru sand you will observe there is no agitation in
the sand bed with the exception of the surface of the same. The
air passes thru the sand as thru a brick wall without disturbing-
it, the 6and regaining compact, but the surf oe consisting of a
blanket of all of the accumulated impurities (o broken up."
After considerable observation on both an iron removal
plant and a bacterial plant, the -writer has ccme to believe that
air does not go thru the sand as thru a brick wall. Just what ef-
fect the air has and what effect the 'vater has, cannot be said with
certainty but the two in combination thoroughly raise and agitate
the sand thruout, if the velocity of the air and wash is anything
like a reasonable anount. As to the securing action, it is possi-
ble with a very high velocity cf air that there is considerable
scouring action taking place due to the friction of the sand grainr
upon each other.
Advantage of an Increased Velocity of Wash
It was the original intention in this thesis to investi-
gate the advantages or disadvantages of a high velocity cf wash
over air. However, the range in velocities which it ' r:as possible
to use in this plant was so limited that conclusions could not be
drawn. It ray be said, however, that for an iron removal filter
it would take an exceedingly high velocity of wash water to give
satisfactory washing '-it;.out the use of air. Iron which is re-
tained by thef ilter bed unites with the sand grains forming a te-
nacious /.ass, and is removed w'th dif ficulty.
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The Use of a Hose upon the Bed of the Filter
As most of the iron is retained in the upper part of the
bed* There it is not effected by an increased velocity from the
bottom, a fire hose has been used upon the top of the filter occa-
sionally. The nozzle is held a few inches above the surface of the
sand and slowly moved back and forth across the filter. It is
found that this tears the irori°*in floes and It can then be washed
cut without trouble. The fire hose is used when the filter bed
has become so badly clogged that resistance thru the bed cannot
be sufficiently reduced by the ordinary methods for the filter to
last thru a 15 hour run.
In order to determine the merits of the various methods
of handling the washing of the filters, the writer conducted a
series of tests to determine the loss of head thru the sand; that
being taken as the criterion for determining the advantages of air.
and the use of a hose on the surface of the filter.
The manner of conducting the test was as follows: gages
were put on the discharge from the pump and cn the wash water in-
fluent just outside of the filter wall, gage readings were taken
with every feet ri3e of the wash water in the filter, and the
time necessary for the wash water to rise each foot was found,
knowing the time of rise, the rate of discharge could then be
found. To determine the loss of head thru the filter, the static
head on the filter was subtracted from the gage reading after it
had been corrected fcr elevation head and velocity head. The loss
of head thru the strainers was determined from a calibration** of
•Thesis of f , C. Giesslar, 1913. Experiments show 8C
of iron is retained on tor> inch of sand.
«
- ^-:i ; n-n Tllipf^ "-t».r f^,-1v As —.. Vol . ^ , 1 53

the strainers made at the time of their installation. The losa of
hoadthru the sand was taken as the difference between the loss of
head thru the filter and thru the o trainers, the loss of head thru
the distributing system being disregarded.
results show the I033 of head thru the sand to be two feet
:_ore without air than with air. The loss of head thru the sand was
found to be two feet less 34 hours after using a fire hose on the
bed than before the fire hose was used, although experience has
shown that the full results of the use of the hose are not evident
until two or three days after the hose is used. Diagram 3 shows
plotted results of this test.
Supplementary "'ash by Means of a Grid Above the
Surface of " the Filter Bed
The benefits resulting from the use of a fire hose upon
the filter bed demonstrated the possible applicability of a high
pressure wash regularly applied to the top of the bed.
Suggestion was made by Mr. W. W. DeBerard* during the
Illinois 7ater Supply Association meeting, May ISI4, of a grid
placed a few inches above the sand bed while the latter was at rest
but which would be submerged in sand when the wash water was
applied to the under drain. This method had been tried out at the
experimental filters at Oakland and found to work in a very effi-
cient manner. Accordingly, during July of 1914 an experimental
grid was placed in one of the filters. After six months trial the
effectiveness of the upper grid was so evident that similar grids
were placed in all of the filters.
There are numerous advantages in thus supplementing the
Proceedings Illinois Tater Supply Assn. Vcl. S, Page 157.
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upward -ash of an iron removal filter with a downward wash from a
system of high pressure pipes.
The tenacious iron hydrate which is filtered from the
water as it passes thru the sand bed has a tendency to cement to-
gether the sand grains in the top inch or two of the filter bed.
It is almost impossible to get a velocity from the bottom great
enough to produce any scouring action on the sand near the upper
surface of the bed. The wash from the high pressure pipes thor-
oughly scours the sand on and near the compacted surface of the
bed with a comparatively small amount cf water. Eetter results
are obtained than with a high velocity and correspondingly great
quantities of wash water from underneath.
The washing from above and below simultaneously has the
effect cf cleaning the bed in a much shorter time than .from the
bottom only. The two washes seem to have supplementary functions;
the top -rash tears the iron loose and bottom wash carries it out
of the filter.
Another advantage is that, since the greater velocity is
downward, there is not a tendency to raise and carry the sand
grain out of the filter, which is the case with a high velocity
from the bottom only.
The question might be r-ised whether or not there is a
tendency to force the iron hydrate into the filter bed with a greal
number of jet like streams from above.
From observation it would seem that so long as the iron
is torn loose from the sand grains, this is not a serious objection,
since the wash from below will eventually carry it out. In order

'to facilitate the latter, the procedure thus far has been to wash
from the top only about one-half as long as from the bottom.
The grid system as installed for experimental purposes
consisted of a manifold made up of 4-inch nipples IS inches long
and 4x 3— inch crosses. Lengths of ordinary J-inch galvanized water
piping 2~-feet long onpped on the outer end, were screwed into the
crosses thus forming the laterals to the grid system. The laterals
were perforated on their under side at 13-inch intervals with
I /I6-inch holes. Perforations of this size were found to clog rap-
idly so the size of the hole was enlarged to l/8-inch and finally
to 3/1 5-inch.
The grid system was held in place about four inches above
the surface of the sand bed by means of wire tied around the wash
water trough. A 4-inch riser connected the grid system to the
high pressure main at the top of the filter bed. Two such grid
systems as the above are required for one filter.
Care was taken to secure as uniform a distribution of the
wash water over the bed of the filter as possible. There is one
perforation for each square foot of the filter area. Due to the
size of the high pressure main it is possible to use only one of
the gri^ at a time and maintain the desired pressure thru the
perforation. For this reason one of the grids is used during the
first part of the wash and is then shut off and the other one
turned on.
Results from the Use of a Grid above the Sand Bed
In order to determine the actual nerits of the upper
grids, a series of tests were run upon the filters during the first
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part of April/ St the time the teste were started, the grids had
been installed in Filter No, 2, 32 weeks, in Filter No. I, eight
days, and in Filter No. 4, twc days. Filter No. 3 was still with-
out the grids.
Observations were made cf the rate of filtration before
and after wash, the head lost thru the filters before and after
waeh and the length and rate cf wash. with these data it was pos-
sible to compare the filters as to the length of wash required,
the amount cf wash water used, and the amount by which the resist-
ance thru the sand bed was reduced. The filter in which the upper
grid had been installed six months was found to filter more water
ar.d require less wash than any of the other filters. The filter
in which the grid had been installed eight days was seen to be
superior to the filter which had had the grid installed two days.
At the end of the test, April I7th, grids had been installed in
all of the filters and the work of the filters was seen to be
gradually improving. If Filter No. 2 can be taken as a criterion,
it takes several months for the filter to be brought to its great-
est efficiency after the top grid is installed.
The data observed during this test are given in Table III
Figures 3 and 4 show the relation between quantity cf wash water
used and reduction in lost head thru the filter, after long and
short periods of service. The data observed after short periods
of service are net very satisfactory as the filter beds had not yet
become exhausted enough to give very uniform results when washed.
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::c.
I
o
4
5
I
3
3
4
Head Rate Head Pressure
cn of dis- on on wash
wash charge blower pipe just
pump Sal.
.
Ft. out s ide
Ft. min. filter
Ft.
TA3LE II.
DATA ON WASHING FILTERS
Static
head cn
3 trainer
Ft.
Loss T,08S Loss
head head head
thru thru thru
f ilterstrainersand
't. Ft. Ft.
~>ate necemfcer 38, 1914 With Air
36.37
27. 57
37. S7
38.37
38.47
28.77
38.97
oc
.17
1400
1333
1345
1091
1014
IS.
4
3 14.4 3.3 10.6
17.55 3 14.55 3.5 11.05
18.13 4 14.13 3.1 11.03
18.70 5 13.70 2.8 10.9
IS.3G) S 13.30 3.3 II.
I
IS. 80 7 13. SO 2.1 10.7
30.4 8 13.40 1.8 10.6
Date December
3^.47
38.77
38.97
39.47
1168
1091
1014
937
38, 1914 •"it '-out Air
30. 3 5 15.3 3. 8 13. 4
30. 8 6 14.
S
3 13. 6
31. 7 14.0 —» t I II. q
31. 4 8 13.4 I. 8 II. 6
Date January 3, 19 15
Fire Hose cn Bed
V.'ith Air and Just Prior to Use of
I 35.5 1400 8.5 13.5 3
3 35.8 1300 8.5 13.5 3
3 33.35 1050 9.6 17.0 4
4 33.75 1035 10.5 17.35 5
5 37.35 1035 10.5 17.75 S
S 27.50 1000 10.
7
18.35 7
Date January S ) 19 1
D
Just after Us ing
I 35.0 1400 6.0 14.0 3
3 35.5 1350 8.0 • 14.0 3
3 35.5 1 100 8.75 15.0 4
A 35.75 1050 9.5 15.35 5
5 33.0 1050 9.5 15.75 6
b 33.5 1035 10.35 16.35 7
14.5
13. 5
13.0
13.35
11.75
11.25
3.8
O . U
3.1
2.1
2.1
3.0
10.7
10. 5
10.9
10.15
9 • 6 j
9.35
'ire Hose cn Bed
12.0
II.
II.
10.25
9.75
9.25
3.8
3.1
2.3
3.1
3.1
2.3
8.3
7.9
8.8
J. 15
7.55
7. 15

F i q uve-2
Qjuy rum
ShoUinq rtelatiemof
Raic «f Washinq
To 3
Loss of H^act -thru SorxJ Bed
Under
Diftircnt Method* a/UoihiMg
L 2 <3 a n ct •.
VJasW wi-VW)oui our*
a. vJa&W with air
a Wash with ai r
fare ust hoic orr -f 1 1+e r boot
ml L I 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1 1
1
1
1
1 1 J 1 LI 1 1
1
III 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1! 1 1J I ITTI JAftcK u.sc of y> o sc on -f-i/fcr bed
1000 1/00 •oo 1300
^ate of Washing (.Cial|minJ
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TABLE III.
DATA OX OSH OF FILTERS SHOEING RESULTS OF GRID SYSTEM.
Date
and no.
Arril 3- a.m
I
April 4, a.m.
I
3
3 *
4
April 4, p.m.
I
3
3 *
4
April 5, a.m.
I
A^ril 3, a.m
I
2
3 *
4
I
q
3
4
April 13, a.m.
I
3
4
Head Head Amt . head Rate Rate Time
1 n e» *Ids u 1 rift tJ. U D u J. O JL Q '— LA w v a of fil- of fil- since
oet o re P *V tryQ Q 1* tration tration previou
OTP R "h before after wash
wash wash
f in) (in) (gall. win) (gall. n in)
as 50 200 330 15
JL c/ 27 200 350 1
5
37 38 200 350 15
3G 36 30 200 330 15
66 28 38
O r"\ /"N200 34U 16
3S 17 22 o50 3oo 16
' 67 25 41 200 350 16
69 36 33 800 340 16
50 25 25 270 340 c
39 19 20 240
T V C335 c
55 28 38 220 3 50 c
62 36 26 210 340 c
58 23 35 200 340 14
43 17 26
7 f\A320 •7 *7335 14
59 27 33 200
7 PA350 14
58 37 31 200 340 14
25i 31 220 340 15
38 18J 20 310 335 15
56 31 35 180 350 15
37 29 210 340 15
n.
40 27 13 3DO 340 \J
30 16 14 370 350 c
51 24 37 320 350 c
57 35 22 200 320 9
n.
37 22 15 250 340 8
33 16 12 270 335 8
38 19 12 230 350 8
50 36 24 ... 300 355 8
Grid 8)|*8 tern not y•et installed
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TABLE III (continued).
DATA ON WASH OF FILTERS SHOWING RESULTS OF GRID SYSTEM.
Date Rate Length Total
and no. of of of
of filter wash wash wash
(gal.min) (rain) (gal.
)
April 3, a.m.
1 1340 14.63 19600
2 1400 14.50 20300
3* S55 15.16 15400
4* 955 15.75 15000
Length
of time
washed
by grids
(min.
)
5
5
00
Total
of
wash
from
grids
(gal.)
4000
4000
C
Grand
total
of
wash
(gal.)
33600
24300
15400
15000
Grand
total
of wash
all fil
ters
(gal.)
78300
— / — -
I 1400 13. 50 18900 5 4000 33900
2 1200 15. 35 18300 5 4000 23300
3* 1235 19. 50 33900 Q 33900
4 1050 23. 75 34950 5 4000 38950 98050
April 4,p.m
1315 12. 06 14530 5 4000 18530
1400 13.00 18300 5 4000 23200
1290 14.98 19300 19300
1010 17.92 ISIOO 5 4000 22100 82230
A
I 1250 14.84 IS 500 5 4000 33500
2 1400 14.42 20000 5 4000 34000
3* 1120 14.35 15950 15950
4 1050 17.00 17800 5 4000 31800 84350
April o * a . m
.
I 1170 13.58 14800 5 4000 18800
2 1350 13.75 I73C0 5 4000 31300
3* 1200 14.00 15800 IS80C
4 990 15.08 14880 5 4000 J. OOOu 79630
Arril II, p.m.
I 1300 12.84 1 6500 5 4000 30600
2 1400 14.05 19300 5 4000 33600
3 1400 13. 16 18400 5 33400
4 1030 13.50 13900 5 4000 17900 84500
April 18, a.m.
I 1300 9.75 II700 5 4000 15700
2 1350 15.5 20900 5 4000 24900
3 1200 14.42 17250 5 4000 21350
4 925 19.05 17650 5 4000 21650 83500
Grid system not yet installed.
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TA3LE III (continued).
DATA ON FASH OF FILTERS SHOWING RESULTS OF GRID SYSTEM.
Date
and no.
of filter
Head
lost
before
wash
Head
lost
after
wash
(in) (in)
Aint . head
is reduced
by wash
(in)
Rate
of fil-
tration
before
wash
Rate
of fil-
tration
after
wash
Time
since
previous
wash
(gal.min) (gal.minj (hrs.)
April IS,r.m.
1 49 23 26 300 340 II
2 23 16 7 380 335 II
3 55 38 31 290 360 II
4 '5? 37 30 280 355 II
Rate
of
Length
of
wash
Total
of
wash
Length
of time
washed
by 3*rid8
(f^a.l.rr.in) (.:.in. ) (gal.) (min.
)
Total
of
wash
f rom
p;rid8
(gal,)
Grand
total
of
wash
(gal.)
Grand
total
of
wash
all filte:
(gal.
)
Ar»ril I8,t3.ra.
1 I20C 10.50 12500 5 400o 16600
2 1375 13.00 17800 5 40Q0 21800
3 1200 14.50 17400 5 4000 21400
4 930 15.00 14000 5 4000 18000 77800

- 1
-
F i g » rc - 3 Diagram
of
/?ela ri Vft Reduction in L»*4ofWead
wi ith
Quan+ftiej of ^JaiW U-icdL
u r i d ijet installed
*" NT. + Grid iioS+ QlltcJ I d a Cj (ihairters boil^
Increment- gives rate of Kedwctioti i n l»s,t, «t He«\<k
oc, yea
30 35
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GENERAL OPERATION OF THE PLANT.
In Table IV are given data cn the operation of the
pumps and motors under normal working conditions, that is, the
conditions under which they are working the greater part of the
time. The various motors and pumps were specified in the origi-
nal design cf the plant after carefullv investigating the work
that they would be required to do, and for the most part they are
well suited to their tasks.
If there were any suggestions for improvements in the
plant, they would be a wash water pump of greater capacity and,
as a corresponding necessity, a higher elevation cf the wash water
trcughs. 7"ith the present velocity of wash, considerable of the
finer sand is being continually washed out of the filter.
When the plant was designed, it was planned to take the
wssh water from the receiving reservoir; however, the iron in the
raw water seemed to increase the rapidity of clogging so that it
became necessary to use filtered water for washing purposes. The
head on the wash water pump was greatly increased when it became
necessa.ry to pump from the filtered water basin; hence the dis-
charge of the pump was materially reduced, since the speed was
not changed. This is the cause for insufficient capacity of the
wash water pump. In the design of the plant the wash water
troughs were placed 9-inches higher than the troughs in any of the
plants investigated. Experience has shown that an additional
increaae of at least one feet in the elevation of the wash water
trough wculd be desirable.
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On the following pares are data, showing the cost of
filtration per million gallons during the month of March ,1915.
The quantity of water filtered during the month was taken from the
records of the company; the wash water wasted during the same
"eriod was determined by measurement in the wash water basin. The
cost data were also taken from the records of the company.
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TABLE VI.
PHYSICAL AND REAL PROPERTY INCLUDED IN PLANT
.
Item Value Life Annual Monthly
depreciation depreciation
Land $ 1600.00
Filters 5030.59 50'
House 1831.93 50'
j
$ 51.00 f 4.35 1
Pumps 3709.00 50,
Motors 875.00 301
Blowers 443.00 30, 35.30 3.18
Mscl. Equipment 40.00 10 4.80 .40
i
Urrer Basin 3075.00 60 5.90 .49
"."ash Water " 3000.59 75 3.88 .34
Totals £ 15,365.10 $ 90. 7S $ 7.56
Annual Depreciation by the Straight Line Formulae
u - c D = Annual Depreciation
(l+r)*-l r s Rate of Interest
n Life of Structure
C = First Cost
For Filters, House and Pumps
D 9531.51
(I.06)b0-.T 1
51 .00
For Hotors and Blovrers •
D 1318
(1.06) AU-T
St
1 oo .30
For Miscl. Equipment;
D 40
(1.06)^-1
4.8
"or Upper Basin:
D 3075 00
(1.03) W _ x 5.9
For -vash '.vat er Basin:
D 3000.59
d.osT75^" 3.38
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TA3LE V.
Date
I I,
2 I,
3 I,
4 I,
5 I,
I,
< I,
Q I.
O I.
ro I.
n
12 I
13 I
14 I
15 I
13 I
17 I
13
19
20 I
21 I
22 I
23 I
24 I
25 I
23 I
37 I
28 I
29 I
30 I
31 I
Total
A^eraqre
54
DATA ON OPERATION OF PLANT DURING MARCH 1915
rater ~ash Water Wash water fo of total
700,000
731,000
810,000
740,000
785,000
720,000
830,000
720,000
850 ,000
730,000
,785,000
840,000
880,000
730,000
633,000
808,000
liters
755,000
945,000
930,000
732,000
840,000
830,000
791,000
810,000
772,000
891,000
732,000
934,000
855,000
337,000
312,200
3d was t ed wa. o c r i
C C A Obb4*3 • OS
E 5400 . ou
s 5400
t IobOL/
i I boOO
m 1 DUJ
a b rUU .JO
t
C "7 T /IDo 1
4
• O 1
e
CC 1 T A5314 PC
d OjoU t> T
DQJU
o<ilU •
041J pg05
D41U PO<3 53
• <J O
C,< TAD41
U
D41U . OU
Out OI g erv ice
041U • 1
•jrtlU pp
P,9
14080 .73
IIO0C .30
5403 .29
5402 .30
5402 .30
5102 .35
40470 2.13
'5402 .31
5402 .28
6542 .36
200, 000 257,210
140, 000 8,300 !48
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TABLE IV.
DATA OBSERVED Oil WASH WATER AND RAW 1VATER PUMPS, BLOV7ER,
AND "OTORS UNDER NORMAL FORKING CONDITIONS.
Raw water pump
and motors
"ead on pump
Discharge 850 gal. m in.
Speed of motor 1330 r.p.m.
Speed of pump 423 "
hours
K.W. consumption 8.2
A
Wash water pump
and motors
1200 gal.min.
1230 r.p.m.
423 "
II.
3
Air pump
and motors
15
475 cu.ft.
min.
I 140 r.p.m.
13.2
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TABLE VII.
OPERATING COSTS PER MONTH.
Electrical Energy
Motor Houra run K.W. consumption K.W. Hours K.\T. hours
daily Average Conditions daily monthly
Raw TTater 24 8.2 195.5 6100
7,'ash 2 II. 3 22,6 700
Air mimp 0.75 13.2 9.9 306
faeb basin 12 5.0 50.0 IS50
Lights 12 1.7 20.4 635
Total 50.75 309.4 9591
Operator's salary for one month $ 75.00
Cost of electrical energy for one month (9591 K.W. hrs
.
% .70) 67.20
Cost of wasted water (258,000 gal. 50 per 1000) 12.90
Alum % 25^ per day 7.75
Incidentals including oil, paint, extra help, etc. 10 . 00
Total cost of operation % 172.85
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STJMMAKY,
Interest cn First Cost ($16,565.10 .06) per month ( 83.32
Depreciation for Same °er iod 7.55
Operating Costs Same Period 173 . 85
Total cost for March, 1915 $ 363.73
Total water filtered "arch, ISIS, million
gallons 54.36
Cost of filtration per million gallons — 4.85
The Champaign and Urbana filtration plant is operated
with a great deal of intelligence. Recognition is made of the fac
that the practice of purifying water for the removal of iron is
still a comparatively new subject and that many of the smaller
details are still to be worked out.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation to Mr.
Ainsworth, the operator of the plant, for valuable assistance in
carrying out the various tests incorporated in this thesis, and
to llr. F. C. Amsbary, ilanager of the Water Company, for courtesies
extended by the "ater Company in the U3e of the plant for carry-
ing: on the tests.

"xterior View of Filter House
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Plan cf Filter House
Transverse Section Thru Filter House

View of the
Pipe Gallery
and
Pumps and
Motors
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